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On March 11, President Bill Clinton announced that his administration will host a summit of the
hemisphere's "democratically-elected" heads of state in December of this year. Leaders attending
the summit the first such hemispheric presidential meeting in nearly three decades will analyze
methods to cooperatively strengthen democratic processes throughout the region, as well as
guidelines to begin building a vast free trade zone that will eventually span both the North and
South American continents. "Today's announcement is good for our nation and good for our
hemisphere," said President Clinton in a special ceremony in Washington to convoke the summit,
the first such conference since a 1967 meeting of hemispheric leaders in Uruguay. "The Summit
of the Americas will be an historic event, will be the first meeting of hemispheric leaders in over a
generation, and it will be the first-ever hemispheric meeting of democratically elected leaders."
According to Clinton, the summit reflects a new era in US-Latin American relations. On the
one hand, Latin America is now the fastest growing market in the world for US exports, which
immensely increases US interest in both reinforcing political stability throughout the continent,
and in further opening regional markets to foreign trade. On the other hand, from Washington's
vantage point, the advent of "democratically-elected" governments in nearly all Latin American
and Caribbean countries has for the first time forged a commitment to shared goals and values
across the continent, offering a unique opportunity for hemisphere-wide political and economic
cooperation.
"Let me say a word about why this summit matters so much to us here at home in the United
States," said Clinton. "Our nation has a major stake in the prosperity and freedom of the entire
hemisphere. Our exports to Latin America and the Caribbean have more than doubled in just
seven years, rising to nearly US$80 billion in 1993. That has generated hundreds of thousands
of new jobs for American workers. If we can continue to bring down hemispheric trade barriers,
we can create a million new jobs by the turn of the century. At the same time, the rising tide of
democracy in this hemisphere helps make us more secure. Democracies tend not to fight one
another; they make better partners in trade and diplomacy. As we work with our neighbors to build
more free, prosperous, and secure relations throughout this hemisphere, this summit will advance
our common efforts and our shared interests."

Summit to focus on democracy, trade expansion
Although the specific summit agenda must be worked out with participating governments
throughout this year, the US is proposing two broad themes for discussion. First, "democracy and
good governance," which will focus on methods to collectively strengthen democratic processes,
reinforce honest and effective forms of government, and institutionalize constitutional rule. "Human
rights was the big task in the 1970's, elections was the task of the 1980's, and in the 1990's the big task
is reinventing government, fighting corruption, and making democracy work," explained one senior
Clinton administration official. "We believe that it's possible for there to be no more pendulum
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swings back away from democracy to authoritarianism in the hemisphere. We feel that, unlike in
the past, there is a very broad coalition of interests, both in the US and in Latin America, that makes
possible this optimism about the consolidation and deepening of democracy." Not surprisingly,
since the US is only inviting what it considers "democratically-elected" leaders to the summit,
Cuban President Fidel Castro will be excluded from the conference. The military government in
Haiti will also be barred from attending. Instead, Haiti's exiled President Jean-Bertrand Aristide will
be invited.
The second theme is "trade expansion, investment, and sustainable development," which will
focus on efforts to push economic integration and investment as a basis for regional growth, while
promoting a development strategy that protects the environment and alleviates poverty. "In the
economic area, we want to foster an open regionalism, a hemisphere increasingly integrated
by trade and investment flows, but open to the global economy and increasingly competitive in
that global economy," said the same senior official. "The NAFTA [North American Free Trade
Agreement] has only just been completed, with Jan. 1 marking the inauguration. We are intensely
discussing now, within the US government, the exact modalities of our post-NAFTA trade policy,
and the issue will be on the summit agenda. But exactly how that proceeds is something we are still
considering."
Although the US is the organizer and host of the conference, which will be held in Miami at
an estimated cost of US$12 million, US officials stress that the goal is to forge a "multilateral"
approach to problems, with the summit agenda and all conference conclusions reflecting a process
of consensus building throughout the Americas. US officials will repeatedly tour Latin American
nations in the coming months to consult with participating governments. Business, labor, and nongovernment organizations from across the hemisphere will also be asked to propose initiatives for
the summit.
"There will be an intensive process of consultations, a multilayered process of consultations," said
another senior Clinton administration official. "There will also be close consultations and working
relationships with the multilateral institutions, which was symbolized at the ceremony today, since
the audience was addressed by high-level representatives from both the Organization of American
States (OAS) and the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB). We have already been consulting
closely with them, and we will continue to do so."

A fundamental shift in US policy
The effort to develop a "multilateral" approach to the region reflects a fundamental shift in
US policy under the Clinton administration. In early 1993, the US Agency for International
Development (USAID) streamlined its funding policies, in effect shifting the bulk of US assistance
away from bilateral aid programs for individual countries and into region-wide development
projects. At the same time, USAID drastically cut its aid requests for Latin America and the
Caribbean in the 1994 and 1995 budget proposals to Congress, arguing that the IDB, the World Bank,
and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) should be the main sources of aid to the region in the
future. USAID is now working with the multilateral institutions to develop new regional funding
priorities.
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The pre-summit consultations have already begun. March 19-22, Vice-President Al Gore toured
three Latin American countries Argentina, Brazil, and Bolivia to discuss proposed agenda items
and related issues with government and business representatives. In early April, Gore will begin a
second tour, which will likely include Venezuela, the Central American countries, and possibly other
nations as well.
In the second half of the year, Secretary of State Warren Christopher also plans an extended trip
to the region. Latin American governments will likely embrace the US proposal for a two-tiered
agenda of political and economic affairs. But regional leaders will clearly emphasize trade and
investment as the priority issues at the summit, since debate is now sweeping the continent over
how to convert NAFTA into a hemisphere-wide free trade initiative (see Chronicle 03/03/94 and
03/10/94). In Argentina, for example, political issues were largely marginalized by trade concerns
when Vice- President Gore met with Argentine President Carlos Menem. Argentina hopes to
become the next country after Chile to be invited to join the NAFTA. Consequently, the GoreMenem agenda focused on US demands that Argentina pass a new law to protect intellectual
property rights, since the US says such legislation is a prerequisite for Argentina to be invited into
NAFTA. President Menem has attempted for more than two years, under intense US diplomatic
pressure, to get the Argentine Congress to pass a bill that would force the nation's pharmaceutical
companies to pay royalties when they use US patents. So far, however, Argentine companies have
lobbied effectively to freeze the bill in the legislature.
Moreover, the upcoming summit will accelerate debate among Latin American countries over
how to make sub-regional free trade agreements compatible with the hemispheric trade initiative.
Argentina's efforts to unilaterally negotiate its entrance into NAFTA, for example, is already
generating conflicts with the other three members of the Southern Cone Common Market
(Mercosur): Brazil, Uruguay, and Paraguay. The Mercosur agreement, signed in January 1992,
explicitly prohibits its members from joining other multilateral trade blocs individually, instead
committing all four countries to collectively negotiate accords with other nations. Argentina,
however, wants to renegotiate those clauses, provoking bitter objections from its three partners.
"When we eventually join the NAFTA we will have to do it as a group of four, because that was
clearly agreed on in the Mercosur treaty," said Uruguayan President Luis Lacalle. "If Argentina is
now having doubts about that, it should brush them aside immediately."
Finally, alongside the debate over economic integration, the US proposal to include anti-poverty
programs on the summit agenda should also be warmly embraced by all Latin American and
Caribbean countries. Already the region's multilateral organizations are energetically promoting a
"war on poverty" as the number one priority for the coming years. "Poverty is the most dangerous,
latent enemy of peace in Latin America, and we must aggressively combat it to avoid an outbreak of
social conflicts in the region," said OAS Secretary General Joao Baena Soares in a speech on March
18 in Argentina. "We must join forces to confront this challenge, collectively searching for new
methods to roll back under- development and extreme poverty."
For its part, the IDB is redefining its funding policies in order to sharply increase the amount of
aid channelled into social development programs. Bank officials say the new emphasis on social
spending constitutes their central contribution to the year-end summit. "The IDB's 46 member
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countries are redefining Bank policies to better respond to the problems old and new that face Latin
America and the Caribbean," said Muni Figueres, IDB external relations advisor, who was invited to
speak at the ceremony in Washington to convoke the summit. "The nations have made great strides
in terms of economic reform, combatting inflation, liberalizing trade, and opening up the productive
sectors to private enterprise and free trade. But chronic ills and social disparities persist. Hence the
new policy orientation of our governments toward alleviation of poverty and promotion of social
equity, support for sustainable development, and reform of our governments."

-- End --
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